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Intro
Market leader Amazon Web Services (AWS) has an extensive range of cloud computing ser-
vices in its portfolio, and is a cost effective IT infrastructure for web scale organizations and 
enterprises. According to International Data Corporation (IDC) research, enterprise users that 
deployed on AWS have experienced 64.3% savings1 when compared with deploying the same 
resources on-premises or in hosted environments. 

However, it’s also known that the move from CAPEX to OPEX not only alters the way resources 
are purchased, but also how cloud usage and costs are measured and controlled. AWS contin-
uously optimizes your environment and can be an excellent cloud solution for your enterprise, 
but understanding the cost structure and your monthly invoice is vital.   

In this whitepaper, we discuss the benefits associated with using AWS, and examine how 
CloudCheckr can add value and clarity to your organization.

Optimization Requires Visibility  
Understanding AWS costs and cloud consumption is an important part of realizing the benefits 
offered by the AWS Cloud. Some of the benefits included are:

•	 Expanding application environments at a much lower cost than an on-premises or
hosted environment;

•	 Spending less time managing, administering, and updating;
•	 AWS’s ability to provide agility, scalability, and improved performance
•	 Reduction of risk and minimization of the frequency of application downtime

Multiple Pricing Models
The AWS Total Cost of Ownership (TCO) and simple monthly calculators offer a broad range 
of options. Finding the option that is the right fit for your organization can help you realize the 
greatest savings and overall benefits of moving your data center into the AWS Cloud. 

AWS offers multiple pricing models. It starts with the basic pay-as-you-go model, but extends 
to allowing customers to invest in Amazon EC2 Reserved Instances, or leverage high-volume 
discounts for workloads like storage and data transfer. The comprehensive services from 
AWS also offers special pricing for Amazon EC2 Spot Instances, which allow you to purchase 
instances at a very low cost for non-critical environments. With so many pricing models and 
resource types available, you are able to choose the option best suited for your organization’s 
specific needs.

https://aws.amazon.com/resources/analyst-reports/IDC-business-value-aws/
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Controlling Dynamic IT
Contrary to rigid, traditional on-premises environments, AWS is a highly dynamic environment. 
Think about an environment that consists of hundreds or even thousands of instances which 
automatically scale based on demand, with multiple databases and terabytes of storage that 
constantly grow. In addition, enterprises need to allocate costs per application, cost center or 
specific user. Using methods and tools such as CloudCheckr that provide a granular view and 
flexibility to understand and manage your environment can offer great benefits and ROI. 

Another scenario, for example, is when an organization experiences Distributed Denial-of-Ser-
vice (DDoS) attack. During such events, the sudden spike in network traffic can result in 
high-resource usage and associated costs. In this case, it’s important for an organization to 
be able to detect these types of events early, and receive a notification when usage and costs 
have spiked. Lack of visibility within the dynamic environment can result in uncontrolled and 
eventually inefficient cloud operations. CloudCheckr’s solution presents these notifications, 
providing early issue awareness and allowing for timely action to be taken.

Resource Utilization
Traditionally, enterprise IT has over-purchased physical resources to account for future de-
mand growth eventualities. In the AWS Cloud, you can start small and scale your capacity 
as your demand changes in size, without running the risk of wasting funds or underutilizing 
physical resources. 

However, as mentioned above, Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud (Amazon EC2) has many 
instance types from various generation families. These varieties can present IT organizations 
with the challenge of selecting the resources that will retain the right balance between the 
required compute power, performance, and price. It’s common for IT to select the wrong size 
(in most cases by over provisioning), and end up paying a higher amount than necessary. The 
challenge is to be able to understand the utilization levels and demand, and then continuously 
adjust to create an efficient environment. CloudCheckr allows greater visibility into resource 
utilization which leads to making more informed decisions regarding resource size and au-
to-scale thresholds.  

Budgeting and Forecasting
Without extensive previous knowledge of your actual usage and cost, including allocations to 
specific lines of business (LoBs) and organizational groups, it’s difficult to plan for the future. 
To create an accurate budget forecast, you need to have the ability to analyze past usage 
trends and align them with your application's performance before creating your quarterly or 
annual cloud budget. In order to avoid resource and budget sprawl, you need to consistently 
monitor your accounts and forecast your next month’s usage and invoice. This can be partic-
ularly challenging for enterprise IT departments that need to plan and monitor a budget that 
meets the needs of multiple large departments and projects but becomes much easier using a 
well-built AWS partner solution such as the one provided by CloudCheckr.
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AWS Cost Management

Plan
As you plan to migrate to AWS, you can use the AWS TCO (total cost of ownership) calculator 
to compare your current on-premises operations costs to AWS’ costs, or use the AWS sim-
ple monthly calculator to estimate your planned cloud environment costs. This can give your 
organization an initial idea of where to start. With AWS, you have the ability to start small and 
expand as cost predictions are validated. This is a substantial benefit over owning on-prem-
ises equipment. Rather than being locked into ownership of infrastructure that can’t be easily 
adapted to changing needs, rely on a flexible solution that can adapt as you need it to while 
saving budget. These tools will give you the opportunity to gain a better understanding of AWS 
functionalities and costs before rolling them out across your organization. You can also lever-
age AWS’ free tier to learn and acclimate to the service. 

Control

Tag
To allocate costs per LoB, ad-hoc projects or even specific systems tiers, enterprises should 
use cost allocation tags to categorize and track the costs of specific resource pools. By ap-
plying tags on your cloud resources, including Amazon EC2 instances and Amazon Simple 
Storage Service (Amazon S3) buckets, you will be able to retrieve a cost allocation report (CSV 
file) with aggregated cost data. Utilizing the CloudCheckr solution to understand this data will 
aid you in decision making.

Monitor
Amazon CloudWatch monitors billing and budgeting, and allows you to set up alerts that notify 
you in the event of high usage spikes. This helps prevent the issue of sporadic cost increases 
that can easily occur due to sudden increases in demand, or even a manual misconfigura-
tion in your auto-scale configuration. It is also recommended that multiple alerts be set up to 
monitor for increased usage in your budget (e.g. an alert at $200/$500/$1000/$5000) to stay as 
informed as possible when it comes to cost. 

Analyze
AWS also offers Cost Explorer, a free tool that you can use to view graphs of your costs (also 
known as spend data) for up to the last 13 months, and forecast how much you are likely to 
spend for the next three months. Cost Explorer can be used to see patterns in how much you 
spend on AWS resources over time, identify areas that need further inquiry, and see trends 
that you can use to understand your costs. An additional resource is AWS Trusted Advisor, an 
online tool to help you reduce cost, increase performance, and improve security by optimizing 
your AWS environment. AWS Trusted Advisor provides real-time guidance to help you provi-
sion your resources following AWS best practices. As your needs develop and complexity is 

https://awstcocalculator.com/
http://calculator.s3.amazonaws.com/index.html
http://calculator.s3.amazonaws.com/index.html
http://docs.aws.amazon.com/awsaccountbilling/latest/aboutv2/cost-explorer-what-is.html
https://aws.amazon.com/premiumsupport/trustedadvisor/
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encountered, you should consider using a 3rd party tool such as CloudCheckr (see below) for 
deeper, more comprehensive, and automated visibility. These types of services will advise you 
and send notifications for various optimization opportunities, such as Amazon EC2 Reserved 
Instances purchases, low utilized instances, underutilized Amazon Elastic Block Store (Ama-
zon EBS) volumes and unassigned Elastic IP Addresses. 

Pic #1: CloudCheckr Insights Dashboard

Optimize
Once the environment is set up and running on AWS, it must be adjusted continuously to fit 
current demand while leveraging AWS’ various pricing models. If your organization is planning 
to use Amazon EC2 instances continuously, you need the ability to understand your constant 
capacity and leverage the Amazon EC2 Reserved Instances model, which, according to AWS, 
can help you save up to 70% in usage costs. If you want to run non-mission critical applica-
tions, you should consider the Amazon EC2 Spot Instance option, which can result in 50-90% 
savings. An organization can use mixed pricing with Reserved Instances, Spot Instances, and 
On-Demand by using scalability effectively. The combination will give you reservation with 
Reserved Instances, and scalability with On-Demand and Spot Instances. Cost savings can be 
realized through Spot Instances as well. The advantage of this combination is that it allows you 
to launch instances with minimum required capacity and scale as needed. 

This is one of the important multiple optimization options that you can leverage to help man-
age your spending. Using the CloudCheckr solution to continuously look for and shut down 

http://cloudcheckr.com/
http://aws.amazon.com/ec2/purchasing-options/
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idle capacity, as well as scale down and consolidate underutilized instances, you will be able 
to make the most informed purchase decisions as your capacity and usage are closely moni-
tored. 

Leverage the AWS Ecosystem
With the continuous growth of the AWS ecosystem via the AWS Partner Network (APN), there 
has also been an increase in cost management solution providers which help gather large 
amounts of detailed usage and cost data. These solutions can support enterprises with large 
cloud footprints across multiple AWS accounts by providing a simple user experience with 
dashboards, reports and notification systems. They also provide comprehensive customized 
reports and invoicing for cost allocation and chargeback purposes. One of the main advantag-
es is the consolidated view, which supports the visibility across multiple accounts and regions 
and provides out-of-the-box optimization recommendations, such as RI purchase opportuni-
ties. 

When choosing a third party solution such as CloudCheckr, it’s important to qualify the depth 
of the analysis capability for both usage and cost allocation since your cost complexity will 
grow exponentially. You should also judge the solution’s applicability across your organization. 
In the cloud, cost is not isolated from inventory and security issues. CloudCheckr’s solution 
offers broader functionality and allows tie-in with your other IT management functions.

http://cloudcheckr.com/
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Summary

AWS disrupts the traditional IT world and will continue to do so for the foreseeable future It 
accelerates innovation and is being utilized by the largest web-scale modern enterprises in 
the world. With these changes come new challenges, one of which being the management 
of costs within a dynamic virtual environment. This can be overcome through the many tools 
provided through AWS as well as by services provided by partners like CloudCheckr. Planning 
your cloud deployment should also involve picking the right tools and methods to have clear 
visibility into capacity, utilizations and costs. We are confident that CloudCheckr will provide 
value and savings as you move your operations into the AWS Cloud!
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About CloudCheckr

CloudCheckr is a web-based software application that allows you to see and understand what 
is going on within your Amazon Web Services (AWS) deployments.

AWS provides the AWS Management Console to configure and setup your AWS account. 
CloudCheckr picks up from there. It does not replace the functionality of the AWS Manage-
ment Console – in fact you don’t ever make any updates to AWS through CloudCheckr. Cloud-
Checkr is designed to report on and analyze what resources you are and are not using, where 
your spending is not optimized, what your account looked like historically, and what is chang-
ing in your account.

CloudCheckr uses the AWS Application Program Interface (API) to look at your AWS setup. 
CloudCheckr connects to your AWS account and grabs a “snapshot” of all of the settings and 
details on your account. This snapshot is then used to analyze your usage, costs, and to pro-
vide best practice advice.

CloudCheckr Capabilities: 

• Discover and visualize what’s running in AWS
• Understanding costs in AWS
• Analyze your usage in AWS
• Monitor for changes in your AWS environment
• Hundreds of best practice checks covering security, availability, cost, and usage
• Maintain a historical record of your cloud configuration

Contact Us
support@cloudcheckr.com
585-413-0869
www.cloudcheckr.com

http://cloudcheckr.com/
http://support.cloudcheckr.com/discover-and-visualize-whats-running-in-aws
http://support.cloudcheckr.com/using-cloudcheckr-for-aws-cost-analysis/
http://support.cloudcheckr.com/analyze-your-usage-in-aws
http://support.cloudcheckr.com/monitor-for-changes-in-your-aws-environment
http://support.cloudcheckr.com/hundreds-of-best-practice-checks-covering-security-availability-cost-and-usage
http://support.cloudcheckr.com/collect-a-historical-record-of-your-cloud-configuration
mailto:support@cloudcheckr.com
http://www.cloudcheckr.com
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About AWS

For 10 years, Amazon Web Services has been the world’s most comprehensive and broadly 
adopted cloud platform. AWS offers over 70 fully featured services for compute, storage, da-
tabases, analytics, mobile, Internet of Things (IoT) and enterprise applications from 33 Avail-
ability Zones (AZs) across 12 geographic regions in the U.S., Australia, Brazil, China, Germany, 
Ireland, Japan, Korea, and Singapore. AWS services are trusted by more than a million active 
customers around the world – including the fastest growing startups, largest enterprises, and 
leading government agencies – to power their infrastructure, make them more agile, and lower 
costs. 

To learn more about AWS, visit http://aws.amazon.com.

© 2016, Amazon Web Services, Inc. or its affiliates. All rights reserved.

http://aws.amazon.com.
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